Abstract-Eilenberg's variety theorem, a centerpiece of algebraic automata theory, establishes a bijective correspondence between varieties of languages and pseudovarieties of monoids. In the present paper this result is generalized to an abstract pair of algebraic categories: we introduce varieties of languages in a category C , and prove that they correspond to pseudovarieties of monoids in a closed monoidal category D, provided that C and D are dual on the level of finite objects. By suitable choices of these categories our result uniformly covers Eilenberg's theorem and three variants due to Pin, Polák and Reutenauer, respectively, and yields new Eilenberg-type correspondences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Algebraic automata theory investigates the relation between regular languages and algebraic structures like monoids, semigroups, or semirings. A major result concerns varieties of languages. These are classes of regular languages closed under (a) boolean operations (union, intersection and complement), (b) derivatives, i.e., with every language L ⊆ Σ * a variety contains its left derivatives a −1 L = {w ∈ Σ * : aw ∈ L} and right derivatives La −1 = {w ∈ Σ * : wa ∈ L} for all a ∈ Σ, and (c) preimages under monoid morphisms f : Δ * → Σ * .
Eilenberg proved in his monograph [15] that the lattice of all varieties of languages is isomorphic to the lattice of all pseudovarieties of monoids, these being classes of finite monoids closed under finite products, submonoids and homomorphic images. Several variants of Eilenberg's theorem are known in the literature, altering the closure properties in the definition of a variety and replacing monoids by other algebraic structures. Pin [22] introduced positive varieties of languages where in (a) the closure under complement is omitted, and he proved a bijective correspondence to pseudovarieties of ordered monoids. Later Polák [24] further weakened (a) by also omitting closure under intersection, and the resulting disjunctive varieties of languages correspond to pseudovarieties of idempotent semirings. Reutenauer [26] studied a concept of variety where (a) is replaced by closure under symmetric difference, and obtained a correspondence to pseudovarieties of algebras over the binary field Z 2 . (In fact Reutenauer considered algebras over arbitrary fields K and varieties of formal power series Stefan Milius acknowledges support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) under project MI 717/5-1 in lieu of languages). Finally, a new Eilenberg-type theorem we derive below deals with varieties of languages defined by closure under intersection and symmetric difference in lieu of (a), and relates them to pseudovarieties of monoids with 0.
In this paper a categorical result is presented that covers Eilenberg's theorem and all its variants uniformly, and exhibits new applications. Our overall approach to algebraic automata theory may be subsumed by the "equation" automata theory = duality + monoidal structure.
The idea is to take a category C (where automata and languages live) and a closed monoidal category D (where monoids live) with the property that C and D are predual. Specifically, in our setting C and D will be locally finite varieties of algebras or ordered algebras (i.e., all finitely generated algebras are finite), and preduality means that the full subcategories of finite algebras are dually equivalent. Moreover, the monoidal structure of D is given by the usual tensor product of algebras.
All the Eilenberg-type correspondences mentioned above fit into this categorical framework. For example, the categories C of boolean algebras and D of sets are predual via Stone duality, and D-monoids are ordinary monoids: this is the setting of Eilenberg's original result. The category C of distributive lattices with 0 and 1 is predual to the category D of posets via Birkhoff duality [9] , and D-monoids are ordered monoids, which leads to Pin's result for pseudovarieties of ordered monoids [22] . The category C of join-semilattices with 0 is self-predual (i.e., one takes D = C ), and D-monoids are precisely idempotent semirings. This is the framework for Polák [24] . For Reutenauer's result [26] one takes the category C of vector spaces over a finite field K which is also self-predual (i.e., D = C ), and observes that D-monoids are precisely Kalgebras. Lastly, our new example concerning pseudovarieties of monoids with 0 takes as C non-unital boolean rings and as D pointed sets.
Apart from preduality, the heart of the matter is a coalgebraic characterization of the closure properties defining varieties of languages. We model deterministic Σ-automata in a locally finite variety C as coalgebras Q → T Σ Q for the endofunctor
where O C is a fixed two-element algebra in C representing final and non-final states. In particular, the set of all regular languages over Σ carries the structure of a T Σ -coalgebra whose transitions are given by left derivatives L → a −1 L for a ∈ Σ, and whose final states are the languages containing the empty word. This coalgebra admits an abstract characterization as the rational fixpoint T Σ of T Σ , i.e., the terminal locally finite coalgebra. To get a grasp on all regular languages, independent of a particular alphabet, we introduce the functor T : Set op f → C that maps each finite alphabet Σ to T Σ , and each letter substitution h : Δ → Σ to the morphism T Σ → T Δ taking preimages under the free monoid morphism h * : Δ * → Σ * . Consider now a variety V of languages in Eilenberg's sense (this is the case C = boolean algebras), and denote by V Σ the languages over the alphabet Σ contained in V . Then the closure condition (a) and the restriction of (c) to length-preserving monoid morphisms (those of the form h * ) state precisely that the map Σ → V Σ defines a subfunctor
Closure under left derivatives means that V Σ is a subcoalgebra of T Σ . Finally, as we will demonstrate below, closure under right derivatives and preimages of arbitrary monoid morphisms amounts categorically to the existence of certain coalgebra homomorphisms. This expresses the closure properties of a variety of languages fully coalgebraically. In our general setting of two predual categories C and D a variety of languages in C is thus a subfunctor V T , subject to additional closure properties which are characterized by means of coalgebraic concepts. Dualizing these properties leads to the notion of a pseudovariety of D-monoids: a class of finite D-monoids closed under finite products, submonoids and homomorphic images. Our main result is the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem. Varieties of languages in C correspond bijectively to pseudovarieties of D-monoids.
All Eilenberg-type theorems mentioned above emerge as special cases by the corresponding choices of C and D.
On our way to proving the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem we will also establish a bijective correspondence between object-finite varieties of languages in C (those varieties with V Σ finite for all Σ) and locally finite varieties (rather than pseudovarieties!) of D-monoids. In the case of (ordered) monoids this has been shown by Klíma and Polák [20] , and to the best of our knowledge it is a new result in all other cases.
Although our emphasis lies on varieties of languages, all our results hold more generally for Moore automata in lieu of acceptors, and hence for varieties of regular behaviors in lieu of regular languages -one simply replaces the two-element algebra O C in the above definition of T Σ by an arbitrary finite algebra in C . We briefly explain this at the end of the paper.
Related Work. Our paper lays a common ground for Eilenberg's original variety theorem [15] and its variants due to Pin [22] , Polák [24] and Reutenauer [26] . In our previous paper [1] we proved a local Eilenberg theorem where one considers classes of regular languages over a fixed alphabet Σ versus classes of finite Σ-generated D-monoids in our general setting of predual categories C and D. The main technical achievement of [1] was the insight that finite subcoalgebras of T Σ closed under right derivatives dualize to finite Σ-generated D-monoids. Our work was inspired by Gehrke, Grigorieff and Pin [17] who proved a bijective correspondence between local varieties of languages and classes of finite (ordered) Σ-generated monoids presented by profinite identities. This result provides a local view of Reiterman's theorem [25] , characterizing pseudovarieties of monoids in terms of profinite identities, and also leads to a new proof of the global Eilenberg theorem.
Somewhat surprisingly, it has only been in recent years that the fundamental role of duality in algebraic automata theory was fully recognized. Most of the work along these lines concerns the connection between regular languages and profinite algebras. Rhodes and Steinberg [27] view the regular languages over Σ as a comonoid (rather than just a coalgebra) in the category of boolean algebras, and this comonoid is shown to dualize to the free profinite semigroup on Σ. Similar results for free profinite monoids can be found in the aforementioned work of Gehrke et al. which built on previous work of Almeida [4] and Pippenger [23] .
Acknowledgements. The authors are grateful to Mai Gehrke, Paul-André Melliès and Libor Polák for useful discussions on the topic of our paper.
II. PREDUALITY, MONOIDS AND LANGUAGES
In this section we set the scene of predual categories C and D, and introduce varieties of languages in C and pseudovarieties of D-monoids. The reader is assumed to be familiar with basic category theory and universal algebra.
A. Predual categories
Our categories of interest are varieties of algebras and varieties of ordered algebras. Given a finitary signature Γ, a variety of Γ-algebras is a full subcategory A of Alg Γ, the category of Γ-algebras and homomorphisms, closed under quotients (= homomorphic images), subalgebras and products. Equivalently, by Birkhoff's HSP theorem [8] a variety of algebras is a class of Γ-algebras specified by equations t 1 = t 2 between Γ-terms. The forgetful functor A → Set of a variety has a left adjoint assigning to every set X the free algebra over X.
Analogously, let Alg ≤ Γ be the category of all ordered Γ-algebras. These are Γ-algebras with a partial order on the underlying set such that all Γ-operations are order-preserving. Morphisms of Alg ≤ Γ are order-preserving homomorphisms. This category has a factorization system of surjective homomorphisms and injective order-embeddings. Thus the concept of a subalgebra of an ordered algebra A means that the order is inherited from A, whereas a quotient of A is represented by any surjective order-preserving homomorphism with domain A. A variety of ordered Γ-algebras is a full subcategory A of Alg ≤ Γ closed under quotients, subalgebras and products. Equivalently, by the ordered version of Birkhoff's theorem due to Bloom [10] , A is specified by inequalities t 1 ≤ t 2 between Γ-terms. (Recall that if t 1 and t 2 lie in T Γ X, the discretely ordered algebra of Γ-terms over variables X, then an ordered Γ-algebra A satisfies t 1 ≤ t 2 provided that every homomorphism h : T Γ X → A fulfils h(t 1 ) ≤ h(t 2 ).) Again, the forgetful functor A → Set has a left adjoint constructing free algebras.
Definition II.1. Given a variety A of (ordered) algebras we denote by A f the full subcategory of all finite algebras. A is called locally finite if all free algebras on finitely many generators are finite.
In our applications we will encounter the locally finite varieties listed below. We view Pos as a variety of ordered algebras (over the empty signature) and all other categories as varieties of non-ordered algebras.
Set
sets and functions Set pointed sets and point-preserving functions Pos partially ordered sets and order-preserving maps BA boolean algebras and boolean homomorphisms BR non-unital boolean rings (i.e., non-unital rings (R, +, ·, 0) satisfying the equation x · x = x) and ring homomorphisms DL 01 distributive lattices with 0 and 1 and lattice homomorphisms preserving 0 and 1 JSL 0 join-semilattices with 0 and semilattice homomorphisms preserving 0 K-Vec vector spaces over a finite field K and linear maps
Here is the central concept for our categorical approach to algebraic automata theory: In what follows C will be a locally finite variety of algebras (where varieties of languages are formed), and D will be a locally finite variety of algebras or ordered algebras (where varieties of monoids are formed). Let us establish some notation for this setting. The preduality of C and D is witnessed by an equivalence functor C Example II.5. The following pairs of categories C and D satisfy our assumptions:
given a finite boolean algebra Q, the set Q consists of all atoms of Q, and given a homomorphism h :
We choose
Here 1 is the generator of the one-generated free algebra 1 C and
(b) C = DL 01 is predual to D = Pos via Birkhoff duality [9] : Q is the poset of all join-irreducible elements of a finite distributive lattice Q (ordered as in Q), and every homomorphism h : Q → R in (DL 01 ) f yields a monotone function h : R → Q by the formula (1) above. We choose
(c) The category C = JSL 0 is self-predual, see [19] , so we can take D = JSL 0 . The dual equivalence associates to each finite semilattice Q = (X, ∨, 0) its opposite semilattice Q = (X, ∧, 1), and to each homomorphism h :
where the join is formed in Q. We choose
Epimorphisms in JSL 0 are surjective, as proved in [18] .
(d) The category C = Z 2 -Vec of vector spaces over the binary field Z 2 = {0, 1} is also self-predual, so D = Z 2 -Vec. The dual equivalence assigns to each finite (i.e. finite-
The isomorphism O C ∼ = 1 D is identity, and the isomorphism
Epimorphisms in Z 2 -Vec split and hence are surjective.
(e) An interesting variation on (a) is the preduality of C = BR and D = Set . Recall that we consider non-unital boolean rings (this is Birkhoff's original definition of a boolean ring, see [7] ) and homomorphisms preserving +, · and 0. Every finite non-unital boolean ring (Q, +, ·, 0) can be viewed as a boolean algebra with x ∧ y = x · y and x ∨ y = x + y + x · y. The preduality of BR and Set takes Q to the pointed set Q = { , q 1 , . . . q n } where q 1 , . . . , q n are the atoms of Q. A homomorphism h : Q → R in BR f is mapped to the function h : R → Q with h(r) defined by (1) if r = and some q ∈ Q with h(q) ≥ r exists, and otherwise h(r) = . We choose
The preduality of C and D allows us to model deterministic automata both as coalgebras and as algebras for suitable endofunctors on C and D. Fix a finite input alphabet Σ and consider first the endofunctor on C
A T Σ -coalgebra (Q, γ) consists of an object Q in C together with a morphism γ : Q → T Σ Q. By the universal property of the product, to give a T Σ -coalgebra means to give morphisms γ a : Q → Q for each a ∈ Σ, representing transitions, and a morphism γ out : Q → O C representing final states. Hence T Σ -coalgebras are deterministic Σ-automata in C without an initial state, often denoted as triples
which means that the following diagram commutes for all a ∈ Σ:
We write Coalg T Σ and Coalg f T Σ for the categories of (finite) T Σ -coalgebras and homomorphisms. The functor T Σ has an associated endofunctor on D
which is predual to T Σ in the sense that the restrictions
to finite algebras are dual. That is, the diagram below commutes up to natural isomorphism:
Equivalently, an L Σ -algebra is given by morphisms α a : A → A for a ∈ Σ, representing transitions, and a morphism α in :
and can be viewed as deterministic In triple notation this dual equivalence maps a finite
Hence finite T Σ -coalgebras and finite L Σ -algebras are essentially the same structures, and both can be understood as finite automata with additional (ordered) algebraic structure.
Example II.7. (a) Let C = BA and D = Set. Then L Σ -algebras are the usual concept of a deterministic automaton without final states. A T Σ -coalgebra is a deterministic Σ-automaton with a boolean algebra structure on the state set Q such that (i) all transitions γ a : Q → Q are boolean homomorphisms and (ii) the final states form an ultrafilter, determined by the preimage of 1 under the morphism γ out :
For finite automata (ii) means that precisely one atom i ∈ Q is final and all final states form the upper set ↑ i = {q ∈ Q : q ≥ i}. The dual equivalence of the previous lemma takes a finite boolean automaton Q = (Q, γ a , γ out ) to the automaton Q = ( Q, γ a , γ out ) in Set whose states are the atoms of Q. The unique atomic final state i ∈ Q is the initial state of Q, and there is a transition
(b) The case C = DL 01 and D = Pos is analogous. Here L Σ -algebras are ordered deterministic automata without final states. T Σ -coalgebras carry a distributive lattice structure on Q, and for finite Q the final states form an upper set ↑ i where i is join-irreducible.
Remark II.8. We frequently need to factorize (co-)algebra homomorphisms into a surjective and an injective part. For the variety C we choose the factorization system (strong epi, mono) = (surjective, injective). Recall that an epimorphism e is called strong if it has the diagonal fill-in property w. r. t. all monomorphisms m: given morphisms u, r with r · e = m · u there exists d with u = d·e. Since the functor T Σ Q = O C ×Q Σ preserves monomorphisms, this factorization system of C lifts to Coalg T Σ : every coalgebra homomorphism h : (Q, γ) → (Q , γ ) factorizes as a quotient coalgebra of (Q, γ) followed by a subcoalgebra of (Q , γ ), by which we mean that the underlying morphism in C is a strong epimorphism (or a monomorphism, respectively).
Dually, in D we consider the factorization system (epi, strong mono). If D is a variety of algebras, this is just the (surjective, injective)-factorization system as epimorphisms in D are surjective by Assumption II.4(iii). In case D is a variety of ordered algebras, we get the (surjective, injective order-embedding)-factorization system, which is clearly the "right" one for ordered algebras. Since L Σ A = 1 D + Σ A preserves epimorphisms, the factorization system of D lifts to Alg L Σ : every L Σ -algebra homomorphism h : (A, α) → (A , α ) factorizes as a quotient algebra of (A, α) followed by a subalgebra of (A , α ), i.e., the underlying morphism in D is an epimorphism (or a strong monomorphism, respectively).
B. D-Monoids
Our Assumption II.4(iv) that D is entropic admits a more categorical interpretation. Given objects A, B and
A tensor product of A and B is a universal bimorphism t : |A| × |B| → |A ⊗ B|, i.e., for every bimorphism f : |A| × |B| → |C| there is a unique morphism f in D making the diagram below commute.
|C|
As shown in [6] , tensor products exist in any entropic variety D of (ordered) algebras and make D = (D, ⊗, 1 D ) a symmetric monoidal closed category. In particular, as in any monoidal category, we have a notion of monoid in D. In our setting it corresponds to the following algebraic concept: On our way to proving the generalized Eilenberg theorem we will encounter monoids with a specified set of generators. To this end we need to describe the free D-monoids. We write (c) D = JSL 0 : the free idempotent semiring P f Σ * , carried by the set of finite languages over Σ. The semilattice structure is union and ∅, the monoid multiplication is the concatenation
of languages, and the monoid unit is {ε}. 
Here we use the notation
Analogously, for coalgebras (Q, γ) we put γ w = γ an · · · γ a1 .
C. Languages
Our categorical approach to varieties of languages starts with a characterization of the regular languages over a fixed alphabet Σ by a universal property. Let us call a T Σ -coalgebra Q locally finite if it is a filtered colimit of finite coalgebras. Or equivalently, if every state q ∈ Q lies in a finite subcoalgebra of Q. As shown in [21] , the terminal locally finite coalgebra T Σ -characterized by the property that every locally finite coalgebra has a unique homomorphism into it -is the filtered colimit of the diagram Coalg f T Σ Coalg T Σ of all finite coalgebras. Its coalgebra structure is an isomorphism T Σ ∼ = T Σ ( T Σ ), which is why T Σ is also called the rational fixpoint of T Σ .
Proposition II.17 (see [1], Cor. 2.11). T Σ is carried by the set of all regular languages over Σ. The transition morphisms are carried by left derivatives L → a −1 L for all a ∈ Σ, and the final state morphism
For any locally finite coalgebra (Q, γ) the unique coalgebra homomorphism L Q : (Q, γ) → T Σ maps a state q ∈ Q to the language accepted by q: 
(e) For C = BR the multiplication is ∩, the addition is symmetric difference ⊕, and the zero element is ∅.
Definition II. 19 . By a local variety of languages over Σ in C is meant a subcoalgebra Q → T Σ of the rational fixpoint closed under right derivatives, i.e., L ∈ |Q| implies La −1 ∈ |Q| for all a ∈ Σ.
Note that a local variety is closed under left derivatives automatically, being a subcoalgebra of T Σ . Closure under right derivatives also admits a fully coalgebraic description:
Notation II.20. Given a T Σ -coalgebra (Q, γ) and an input a ∈ Σ, denote by (Q, γ) a the T Σ -coalgebra with the same states and transitions, but whose final-state morphism is γ out · γ a :
Proposition II.22 (see [1] , Prop. 3.14 and 4
.32). A finite T Σ -coalgebra Q is a subcoalgebra of T Σ iff its dual L Σ -algebra Q is a quotient algebra of ΨΣ * . In this case, Q is a local variety iff Q is the associated L Σ -algebra of some finite Σ-generated D-monoid.
In other words, for any finite T Σ -coalgebra Q the unique coalgebra homomorphism L Q : Q → T Σ of Proposition II.17 is injective iff the unique L Σ -algebra homomorphism e Q : ΨΣ * → Q of Remark II.16 is surjective. And if additionally L Q : Q T Σ is a local variety of languages, there is a (unique) D-monoid structure on Q making e Q a D-monoid morphism. In this case we call Q the dual Σ-generated Dmonoid of Q.
Proposition II.22 was the basis of the main result of [1] . Observe that the set of all local varieties of languages over Σ in C forms a complete lattice whose meet is intersection. Analogously for the set of all pseudovarieties of Σ-generated D-monoids.
Theorem II.23 (Local Eilenberg Theorem [1], Thm. 4.36). The lattice of all local varieties of languages over Σ in C is isomorphic to the lattice of all pseudovarieties of Σ-generated D-monoids.
Local varieties of languages are local in the sense that a fixed alphabet Σ is considered. To get a global (alphabet-independent) view of all regular languages, we extend the map Σ → T Σ to a functor T : Set op f → C . Observe first that for every
given by precomposition with h. Hence we can turn each T Σ -coalgebra (Q, γ) into the T Δ -coalgebra (Q, γ) h with the same states Q and coalgebra structure
This is a familiar construction for deterministic automata: if some state q ∈ Q accepts the language L ⊆ Σ * in (Q, γ), then it accepts the language (
Here h * : Δ * → Σ * denotes the free extension of h to a monoid morphism.
The coalgebra (Q, γ) h is locally finite if (Q, γ) is, as every subcoalgebra of (Q, γ) is also a subcoalgebra of (Q, γ) h . In particular, ( T Σ ) h is locally finite, so there is a unique T Δ -coalgebra homomorphism T h : ( T Σ ) h → T Δ into the terminal locally finite T Δ -coalgebra. The morphism T h forms preimages under the monoid morphism h * : (b) In the case C = DL 01 and D = Pos we just drop closure under complement: a variety of languages in DL 01 forms sublattices V Σ of T Σ closed under derivatives and preimages of monoid morphisms f : Δ * → Σ * . This is the concept of a positive variety of languages studied by Pin [22] .
(c) Let
The preimage of L under a semiring morphism f : P f Δ * → P f Σ * corresponds to the language M ⊆ Δ * of all words u ∈ Δ * for which f (u) contains some word of L. A variety of languages in JSL 0 forms subsemilattices V Σ of T Σ closed under derivatives and preimages of semiring morphisms f : P f Δ * → P f Σ * . This is the notion of variety introduced by Polák [24] .
(
contains an odd number of words of L. A variety of languages in Z 2 -Vec forms linear subspaces V Σ of T Σ closed under derivatives and preimages of Z 2 -algebra morphisms f : P f Δ * → P f Σ * . This notion of a variety was introduced by Reutenauer [26] ; see also Section V.
(e) If C = BR and D = Set , a zero-preserving monoid morphism F : Δ * + {0} → Σ * + {0} corresponds uniquely to an ordinary monoid morphism f : (Δ ) * → Σ * with Δ ⊆ Δ, by restricting to those a ∈ Δ with F a = 0. The preimage of
Hence a variety of languages in BR forms subrings V Σ of T Σ closed under derivatives such that, for all Δ ⊆ Δ and f : (Δ )
See the table in Section IV for a summary of our examples. The class of all varieties of languages in C is a complete lattice since any intersection of varieties (formed objectwise) is a variety. The same holds for the class of all pseudovarieties of D-monoids. Our main result, the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem (see Theorem IV.5), states that these two lattices are isomorphic. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof.
III. COALGEBRAIC AND ALGEBRAIC LANGUAGE ACCEPTANCE
In this section we compare the languages accepted by a finite T Σ -coalgebra in C with those accepted by its dual finite L Σ -algebra in D. 
Using the L Σ -algebra homomorphism e A : ΨΣ * → A of Remark II.16, this language corresponds to the morphism
Definition III.2. The map Σ * → Σ * reversing words extends uniquely to a morphism rev Σ : ΨΣ
Then the language accepted by a state q : 1 C → Q is the reversal of the language accepted by
This is dual to the equation
which states precisely that q accepts the word w rev = a n · · · a 1 in the L Σ -algebra Q. It follows that the two morphisms L Q ( q) and L Q (q) · rev Σ agree on Σ * , hence they are equal.
One of the cornerstones of our Generalized Eilenberg Theorem in Section IV is a coalgebraic characterization of the closure under preimages, see Definition II.26. To this end we introduce first the preimage A f of an L Σ -algebra A, and then the preimage Q f of a locally finite T Σ -coalgebra Q.
given by functional composition and unit id A .
(b) For an L Σ -algebra (A, α) the notation α w : A → A for words w ∈ Σ * (see Remark II.16) is extended to α x : A → A for all x ∈ |ΨΣ * | as follows: since ΨΣ * is the free D-monoid on Σ (see Proposition II.12), the function
Example III.13. If Q is a finite subcoalgebra of
Here we extend the notation w −1 L for left derivatives from words w ∈ Σ * to all elements x of ΨΣ * as follows: let
Recall from Definition II.26 the concept of closure under preimages. This can now be formulated coalgebraically, much in the spirit of Proposition II.21.
Theorem III.16. A subfunctor V of the rational functor T is closed under preimages iff for every D-monoid morphism
Composed with the inclusion i : V Δ → T Δ it yields the homomorphism h of Example III.15 restricted to (V Σ)
f -this follows from T Δ being the terminal locally finite T Δ -coalgebra.
For the converse, suppose that V is closed under preimages. Then the homomorphism h of Example III.15 has a restriction h 0 : (V Σ) f → V Δ. That h 0 is a coalgebra homomorphism is a consequence of the following homomorphism theorem for coalgebras: if g : Q → R and i : R R are T Σ -coalgebra homomorphisms such that i is injective and g = i · k for some morphism k in C , then k is a coalgebra homomorphism. This follows easily from the observation that T Σ preserves monomorphisms.
IV. GENERALIZED EILENBERG THEOREM
In this section we present our main result, the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem. First we consider two "finite" versions of this theorem, proved by Klíma and Polák [20] for the cases C = BA and C = DL 01 . Our main result now follows from Theorem IV.4 by a completion process. Recall that a cpo is a poset with directed joins. By a free cpo-completion of a poset P 0 is meant a cpo P containing P 0 as a subposet such that (C1) every element x of P 0 is compact in P (that is, whenever x lies under a directed join p i of elements of P , then x ≤ p i for some i), and (C2) the closure of P 0 under directed joins is all of P . These two properties determine P uniquely up to isomorphism. Concretely P can be constructed as the set of all ideals (= directed down-sets) of P 0 , ordered by inclusion. 
The cases C = BA, DL 01 and Z 2 -Vec are due to Eilenberg [15] , Pin [22] and Reutenauer [26] , respectively. The case C = JSL 0 is "almost" the result of Polák [24] : his disjunctive varieties of languages are required to contain Σ * for every Σ, and he considers semirings without 0. In our setting this would mean to take the predual categories C = JSL 01 (joinsemilattices with 0 and 1) and D = JSL (join-semilattices). We opted for the more symmetric preduality C = D = JSL 0 as semirings are usually considered with a zero element. The last example, C = BR, may be interpreted as an Eilenberg theorem for partial algebraic recognition. Indeed, L Σ -algebras in Set * are precisely partial deterministic automata without final states, and monoids with 0 (equivalently partial monoids) serve as their corresponding algebraic recognizers. This connection is made precise in [2] .
V. VARIETIES OF REGULAR BEHAVIORS
Although all our results so far concerned acceptors and varieties of languages they accept, we can with little effort generalize the whole theory to Moore automata, where the output morphism γ out has, in lieu of {0, 1}, any finite set O (of outputs) as codomain. 
Example V.1 (Linear weighted automata). Let C = D be the category K-Vec of vector spaces over a finite field K. Here O C = K, the one-dimensional space. Thus, a T Σ -coalgebra is a linear weighted automaton: it consists of a vector space Q of states, a linear output function γ out : Q → K and linear transitions γ a : Q → Q for a ∈ Σ.
The rational fixpoint T Σ of the functor T Σ is carried by the set of all regular behaviors β : Σ * → O (that we identify with the corresponding morphisms β :
. Its output map assigns the value at the empty word, γ out (β) = β(ε), and its transitions are given by left derivatives γ a (β) = β(a · -) for all a ∈ Σ. Symmetrically, the right derivatives of β are the functions β(− · a) for a ∈ Σ. We define the rational functor T : Set (This sum is well-defined because f (w) : Σ * → K has finite support.) A variety of behaviors in K-Vec forms linear subspaces V Σ of T Σ closed under derivatives and preimages of K-algebra morphisms. This coincides with the concept of a variety of rational power series introduced by Reutenauer [26] . His Theorem III.1.1 is therefore a special case of 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We demonstrated that Eilenberg's variety theorem, a central result of algebraic automata theory, holds at the level of an abstract duality between (algebraic) categories. Our result covers uniformly several known extensions and refinements of Eilenberg's theorem and provides a new Eilenberg correspondence for pseudovarieties of monoids with 0.
In the future we intend to classify all predual pairs (C , D) satisfying our Assumptions II.4 above. Using the natural duality framework of Clark and Davey [13] , we expect to show that only finitely many Eilenberg theorems exist for every fixed finite output set O.
Much more can be said about the relationship between local and non-local varieties of languages. A curious feature of our approach to the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem is that it is completely based on the "finite" version of the Local Eilenberg Theorem (Proposition II.22), relating finite local varieties of languages in C to finite D-monoids. The full Local Eilenberg Theorem (Theorem II.23) is not used in the proof. However, by organizing local varieties of languages in C and local pseudovarieties of D-monoids into Grothendieck opfibrations over the category of finitely generated free Dmonoids, one can establish the Generalized Eilenberg Theorem as a direct consequence of the local one, see [14] . The fibrational perspective leads to independent proofs of our results, and at the same time to a more abstract and hence illuminating view of the concepts involved. Notably, Straubing's variety theorem for C-varieties of languages [29] can be easily derived and generalized in the fibrational setting. We also expect that it is possible to cover additional notions of varieties in our categorical framework, including the formations of languages recently introduced by Ballester-Bolinches, Pin and SolerEscrivà [5] , or the logically defined classes of languages in the work ofÉsik [16] .
Another important direction is the connection of regular languages to profinite algebras. All results mentioned in the Related Work can be interpreted in the setting (C , D) = (BA, Set) or (DL 01 , Pos), and we aim to extend them to general pairs of predual categories. This will require the generalization of two core concepts of algebraic automata theory, the syntactic (ordered) monoid associated to a regular language and the free profinite (ordered) monoid on an alphabet Σ, to a notion of syntactic D-monoid and free profinite Dmonoid, respectively. The first steps along these lines are taken in [2] and [14] . In the classical setting the theorems of Eilenberg and Reiterman are two key ingredients in a great success of algebraic automata theory: these results allow to specify classes of regular languages (e.g. the star-free languages) by profinite identities, which leads to decidability results for such classes. Perhaps, new such results are enabled through subsequent work in our generalized setting.
Finally, we are interested in extending our results from regular languages and Moore behaviors to other notions of rational behavior, such as ω-regular languages or regular tree languages. Here the role of monoids is taken over by twosorted algebras called Wilke algebras (or right binoids, see Wilke [30] ) and forest algebras (introduced by Bojanczyk and Walukiewicz [11] ), respectively. The main challenge will be to identify the proper categorical model for the corresponding acceptors, Büchi automata and tree automata.
